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The Story

Vice President of Student Affairs Albert Longbottom was dismayed.  The previous evening a forum sponsored 
by a campus student organization had deteriorated into unprovoked outbursts, shouting from audience 
members, and even shoving matches within the crowd.  The campus police had done their best handling the 
disturbance and, to their credit, dispersed the students and community members with no injuries or arrests.  
“What ever happened to civil discourse?” he muttered to himself.  

The forum was sponsored by a conservative student organization, who invited a prominent Republican party 
leader to speak on leadership. The event was not scheduled with any proper protocol, monitored by any other 
faculty or police, or had any student check-in for attendance. Despite the topic of the event, the speaker’s 
presence instigated backlash and disturbances from other students on campus. Due to the set-up the event, it is 
hard to tell which students were there, who caused the disturbances, and put no policies or accountability in 
place to sanction the students disturbing the event. 



WCU Policy



WCU Policy continued



WCU’s definition of discrimination



Proposal

● Online scorecard

● Catcard & signatures of students entering a speaker’s event
○ Signing to the Creed and any violations will result in the conduct process

● Assessment by students at the end of speaker’s event
○ Include responses/results in online scorecard

● Live -stream event so students can watch from home

● Event log for 25-Live
○ Must note controversial speakers

● FYE Workshop



Online Scorecard

● Online Scorecard
○ Post an online database on the Dean of Students page on Western Carolina’s website. This will be similar to a 

Greek-letter organization’s online scorecard.
○ This will allow for the public to see all of the invited speakers that come to Western Carolina’s campus.
○ The online scorecard will include the speaker, who invited the speaker, and the topic of the speaker’s speech.
○ The students who attend the speech will be sent an assessment from OrgSync so that they can provide their 

feedback for the speech. The data from the assessments will also be included on the online scorecard. 
○ Add speakers into the 25-Live event system. Controversial speakers must be noted in this university reservation 

system in order to prep for UPD.



Check in and Signatures 

● Students attending events will sign in by swiping cat card. 

● Completing check in requires initialing at all five statements of the 

universities creed.

● After initialing all statements, a signature is required at the 

bottom.

● This serves as a contract for behavior within the meetings

● Failure to abide by creed results in conduct processes



FYE Workshop

● First-year experience courses typically give students workshops on various topics, such as sexual 

assault/consent and drugs/alcohol education.

● We propose adding another workshop to this series for FYE courses that teach students free 

speech laws within North Carolina. Students will also be able to gain skills and knowledge on how 

to reflect, address, and respond to topics or speeches they do not agree with appropriately and 

constructively. The class will also introduce students to the policies at Western Carolina, along 

with the Community Creed and Student Code of Conduct.


